17,000 ADMISSIONS

257 INCREASE UP FROM 2017

895,206 IN-PATIENT BED DAYS

306 ADMISSIONS WITH NO FIXED ABODE, INCREASE FROM 243 IN 2017

45 YRS MEAN AGE AT ADMISSION 45.0 YEARS (MEDIAN 43 YEARS)

20-24 YRS HIGHEST RATE OF ALL AND FIRST ADMISSIONS

59% SINGLE

38% UNEMPLOYED

24% DEPRESSIVE DISORDER

20% SCHIZOPHRENIA

9% MANIA

6% ALCOHOLIC DISORDERS

HOSPITAL TYPE

60% GENERAL HOSPITALS

25% INDEPENDENT/PRIVATE HOSPITALS

15% PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS/CONTINUING CARE UNITS
408 Admissions for children and adolescents

324 Admissions to Child and Adolescent Inpatient Units

84 Admissions to Adult Units

63% Female

16% 14 Yrs or Younger

78% Of U18 Admissions Were First Admissions

31% Depressive Disorder

15% Neuroses

12% Schizophrenia

8% Eating Disorder

Main Diagnoses of U18 Admissions

16,800 Discharges

92% Of all Admissions in 2018 Were Discharged in 2018

137 Deaths

66% Of Deaths Were Male

65+ 82% Of Deaths Aged 65+

62.9 Days Average Length of Stay for all Discharges (Median 15 Days)